I. INTRODUCTION
Drift wave (DW) turbulence is one of the fundamental issues in magnetically confined plasmas, and continues to be a subject of interest for many experimental and theoretical studies 1, 2 . Driven by radial inhomogeneities, drift wave fluctuations increase the turbulent transport of particles and energy, which leads ultimately to loss of the plasma particles, heat, etc. One mechanism that regulates these fluctuations is the self-generation and amplification of sheared E × B flows by turbulent stresses. This is related, but not identical to the inverse energy cascade in a two-dimensional fluid that occurs via local coupling in the wavenumber space. Here, the generation of zonal (azimuthal) flows occurs through non-local nonlinear energy transfer between the small and large scales of the plasma [3] [4] [5] . Such flows play an important role in saturating the drift wave instabilities, in L − H transition, and in the formation of internal transport barriers (ITBs) 6 . Drift wave turbulence is also responsible for the generation of toroidal/axial flows, which play a crucial role in the macrostability of fusion grade tokamak plasmas. In particular, intrinsic toroidal flows are needed in large scale devices, where momentum input through NBI is not effective. Such flows stabilize some MHD and resistive wall modes, suppress turbulence, and enhance the overall particle confinement 7,8 .
The relationship between drift waves and zonal flows has been extensively studied, so much so that the problem is now referred to as drift wave/zonal flow turbulence. Several self-regulating predator-prey models were developed, where the drift wave fluctuations correspond to the prey population and the zonal flows correspond to the predator population [9] [10] [11] .
As the population of drift waves grows rapidly, it supports the predator population. Zonal flows then control the drift waves by feeding on them, while being themselves regulated by a predator-prey competition and by nonlinear damping 2 . The existing versions of these models however, do not adequately address the problem of zonal flow saturation.
In a different vein, axial flow formation by turbulence requires a breaking in parallel symmetry and a non-zero correlator k z k m = m k z k m |φ| 2 . In tokamaks, it is (usually) the magnetic shear that enables the parallel symmetry breaking. In linear devices however, B is constant and standard mechanisms do not apply. Recently, a parallel symmetry breaking mechanism that is based in drift wave turbulence and axial flow shear was developed 12 .
This mechanism does not rely on complex magnetic geometry to generate a parallel residual stress Π res xz ∝ k z k m . The energy released from the density gradient is used to accelerate an axial flow through a negative viscosity process. For strong flows, the parallel shear flow instability (PSFI) controls the dynamics ofv z .
Inverse energy cascade has been observed in both 2D and 3D systems 13 . Examples include reversal of the flux of energy in geophysical flows subject to the Earth's rotation 14 , as well as in shallow fluid layers 15 . In plasmas, inverse energy cascade that results in the generation of broadband turbulence and large scale coherent structures from DW fluctuations is widely accepted now. With drift waves triggering the formation of both axial and azimuthal flows ( To answer these questions, we present in this paper a 1D (in radius) reduced k − type model that describes the evolution of the three mean fields: densityn, axial and azimuthal flowsv z andv y , as well as variations in the fluctuation intensity ε = ñ 2 +(∇ ⊥φ ) 2 +ṽ 2 z , in the linear plasma of CSDX. The model is derived from the Hasegawa-Wakatani system with axial flow evolution included. The model self-consistently relates variations in ε to the evolution of the mean profiles via the particle flux ñṽ x , and the parallel and perpendicular Reynolds stresses ṽ xṽz and ṽ xṽy . Because of parallel compression, the fluctuation intensity is the relevant conserved field.
To explain the relation betweenv y andv z with respect to ε, the model uses a mixing length l mix that reflects turbulence suppression by the axial and azimuthal flow shear. External particle and axial flow sources which result from injection of neutrals and axial momentum, are included in this model. When the work done by the fluctuations on the parallel flow is less than that done on the perpendicular flow, the model can be reduced to a 2-field predator-prey model, where the azimuthal flow feeds on the density population.
The model is a necessary intermediary between a 0D model that shows the structure of the flows and fluctuations, and a full DNS. For a multiscale system such as CSDX, a reduced model provides a route to an interpretation of the experimental results, and gives detailed is then used to establish a direct relation between the axial and the azimuthal flow shear, as both residual stresses Π res xy and Π res xz are proportional to ∇n. An expression for the mixing length l mix that depends on both shears is derived in section V. In section VI, we give a summary and a discussion of the model, before reducing it to a 2-field predator-prey model in section VII. Finally, conclusion and discussion are given in section VIII.
II. THE MODEL AND ITS STRUCTURE
The basic equations are derived from the Hasegawa-Wakatani system 19, 20 , with axial flow velocityṽ z evolution included. In a box of dimensions: 0 ≤ x ≤ L x , 0 ≤ y < L y and 0 ≤ z ≤ L z , and for a straight magnetic field B = Bẑ, these equations are 21 :
Here x, y and z are the radial, azimuthal and axial directions respectively. The fields are normalized as follows:ñ ≡ñ e /n 0 ,φ ≡ eφ/T e , t ≡ ω ci t,ṽ z ≡ṽ z /c s and length ≡ length/ρ s . The system of eqs.(1) describes a variety of linearly unstable modes. One eigenmode of this system is the strongly damped ion drift wave with an eigenfrequency that satisfies the relation: |ω|< |k z c s |. Here k z is the parallel wave number. Such a wave is heavily damped, will be difficult to excite, and thus will not be considered here. A second solution to this system describes the dynamics of the parallel shear flow instability (PSFI). The PSFI describes turbulence production due to free energy released from parallel flow shear 22, 23 . In contrast to other linear plasmas 24, 25 , experimental results from the CSDX linear device show that the parallel flow shearv z is well below the critical threshold necessary to drive PSFI 21 .
The PSFI is thus heavily damped in CSDX, and will also not be considered here. A third solution describes the dynamics of the coupled 3D drift-ion acoustic turbulence. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the coupling between the parallel and perpendicular flow dynamics. Thus we focus only on the dynamics of the coupled drift-ion acoustic waves.
We decompose each field into a mean and a fluctuating part: f = f +f (x, y, z, t), where the averaging is performed over the directions of symmetry y and z:
Here we assume that the plasma profiles do not change substantially along the axial direction.
In the presence of compressible parallel flows, conservation of potential vorticity (PV) -and thus that of the potential enstrophy -is broken. Coupling between the PV fluctuations and the parallel flow compression thus defines an energy transfer channel between the parallel and perpendicular flow dynamics. This energy exchange influences the wave momentum density and modifies the zonal momentum balance theorem 26 . In its new form, the zonal momentum balance theorem shows that coupling between drift-acoustic waves acts as a driving source that allows stationary turbulence to excite zonal flows in the absence of any driving force or potential enstrophy flux. The coupling drive involves both perpendicular and parallel dynamics, and does not require symmetry breaking in the turbulence spectrum.
Therefore, instead of using potential enstrophy as the fluctuation intensity field, we use the mean fluctuation energy ε defined as:
where z and y are the axial (parallel) and azimuthal (perpendicular) directions respectively, and L = L z is the axial length of the plasma. Here we assume periodicity in the axial direction z. The mean fluctuating energy ε , interpreted as a sum of internal energy ñ 2 and kinetic energy:
z , is conserved up to dissipation and internal production, as demonstrated later. The time evolution of ε is:
An expression for eq. (2) is obtained by multiplying the set of eqs. (1) byñ, −φ andṽ z respectively, and integrating along the directions of symmetry to get:
Here we have used periodic boundary conditions in the y direction to obtain the fourth term of the RHS of eq. ( A common issue that arises while using such reduced models is the closure problem. To obtain equations that contain only the mean quantities, we simplify the energy equation
by examining each term of eq. (3), in order to properly construct the equation for ε. In the case of pure drift wave turbulence, the dv z /dx term is absent and ω < ω ∝ ∇n. The density gradient term is then the only source of energy production. It is positive definite, and represents the rate at which free energy is extracted from the density gradient ∇n.
The second term on the RHS of eq. (3) 
is associated with the phase difference between the density fluctuationsñ and the electric potential fluctuationsφ. This term is always negative. In the frequently encountered case of weakly non-adiabatic electrons, this term is always smaller than the energy input source 27 . Indeed, forñ = (1 − i∆)φ with ∆ 1 and
, the estimates of the dissipation and the energy input terms are: ω 2 (|ω |−ω) 2 and ω|ω |(|ω |−ω) 2 respectively. With ω < |ω |, the dissipation term can be neglected from eq.(3). The ñṽ z term represents parallel particle flux. Since such flux can be experimentally zeroed, it will be omitted from the energy equation.
Terms that are proportional to D 0 , µ 0 and ν 0 , represent collisional energy dissipation by direct energy cascade. These terms damp the fluctuation energy at small scales at a rate √ ε/l mix . We write the energy dissipation as ε 3/2 /l mix , and leave the discussion of the expression for the turbulent mixing length l mix to a subsequent section. In addition to collisional dissipation, ion-neutral collisions represent a nonlinear energy damping to larger scales. Both collisional dissipation and neutral energy damping represent a sink of turbulent energy ε. Finally, the nonlinear terms in eqs. (1) are related to the E × B drift, the polarization drift, and the axial drift respectively. These terms represent the spreading of turbulence. This spreading is mesoscopic, and involves two aspects. The first aspect is a perturbation in the local intensity gradient ∂ x ε, i.e., a diffusion of the energy envelope to a more stable region away from its source. The second aspect includes nonlinear interaction of the local fluctuations via inverse cascade. Based in the three wave coupling, zonal flows created through inverse cascade shear the fluctuations and regulate turbulence spreading 28, 29 .
We write this energy spreading as a Fickian energy flux:
An energy source P representing drift wave turbulent energy production is added to eq.(3).
The generation of these fluctuations results from the relaxation of the mean profiles and represents the excitation in the linear phase. The energy production term is linear in ε and proportional to γ ε , the characteristic growth rate of the DW instabilities: P = γ ε ε. The final form of eq.(3) then becomes:
In addition to eq.(4), the equations forn,v y andv z , which form the reduced model of turbulence intensity for the modified Hasegawa-Wakatani model are:
Here we assumed that the electron pressure gradient does not vary neither in the axial nor in the azimuthal direction. Note however that this assumption remains valid only in the case of an attached plasma. When the pressure of the injected neutral gas is high enough, a detached plasma is obtained, and axial and azimuthal variations of ∇p e are no longer equal to zero. The first terms on the RHS of eqs.(5-7) represent particle and momentum transport, while those proportional to D c , ν c,⊥ and ν c, represent collisional diffusivity and viscosity respectively. A particle source S n representing the ionization of the injected neutrals is added to the density equation. Similarly, axial and azimuthal momentum sources S vz and S vy representing external input of momentum into the plasma are added tov y and v z equations. In CSDX however, no external momentum is injected and S vz = S vy = 0, in contrast to refs. 22, 25, 30 where external axial momentum is injected into the plasma. In eq.(7), the term proportional to the ion-neutral collision frequency ν in represents momentum transfer between ions and neutrals, and is significant only in the boundary layer close to the plasma wall. The last term proportional to ν ii represents viscous damping via ion-ion collisions. The expressions for viscous and diffusive coefficients are 31 :
The system formed by eqs.(4-7) conserve the total energy E tot in time, up to dissipation and production. Here E tot is equal to the sum of the turbulent energy ε and the mean energy
2 )/2. For zero energy flux conditions at the boundaries (∂ x ε = 0), energy conservation (up to dissipation and production) is demonstrated as:
where the order of operations.. and .. have been interchanged. Eqs.(4-7) thus constitute a model that describes profile evolution for both parallel and perpendicular flows, in addition to the plasma density, by self-consistently evolving turbulence as well as the mean profiles.
This model offers the possibility to explain the generation and acceleration of intrinsic axial flows as a result of changes in the turbulence spectrum, governed by conservation of total energy E tot .
III. CALCULATING THE TURBULENT FLUXES
Eqs. 
A. The Turbulent Particle Flux
The particle flux ñṽ x is calculated after linearizing the density equation:
The expression for the particle flux is then:
In the case of classic resistive drift waves, |γ m | 1 and the particle flux is:
where α = k 
where the particle diffusion coefficient D is:
The factor f introduced in eq. (14) represents the fraction of the fluctuation energy ε which is kinetic energy of radial motion, i.e., f = δv 2 x /ε.
Expression for the energy fraction f
Since the fluctuation energy ε is composed of internal energy as well as kinetic energy for both radial and axial motion, we write the following expression for the fraction of ε allocated to kinetic energy in the radial motion as:
Writing the density and radial velocity fluctuations as δn = (1−i∆)δφ and δv x = −ik ⊥ ρ s c s δφ respectively, straightforward linearization of the axial velocity equation gives:
With τ c = l mix / ṽ 2 x 1/2 = l mix / √ f ε, the denominator is equal to:
The final expression for f is:
For adiabatic electrons and in the absence of mean axial shear (v z = 0), f is:
In the limit of small k z and pure DWs, eq. (16) gives:
Eq. (15) includes the correlator k m k z , which expresses the cross phase relation between the velocity fluctuations in the radial direction (ṽ x ∼ k mφ ) and those in the axial direction
Here we assumed adiabatic response with constant temperature T e . In CSDX, the parallel to perpendicular coupling is small in comparison to k so cannot be dropped. Here it will be expressed in terms of an empirical constant σ V T that will be introduced in a subsequent section.
B. The Vorticity Flux, the Perpendicular Reynolds Stress and the Reynolds Work
The expression for the Reynolds force needed in eq. (7) is obtained from Taylor's identity:
⊥φ , which relates the Reynolds force to the vorticity flux, and links the eddy fluxes of momentum and potential vorticity 34 . When neutrals are negligible and in the presence of an externally imposed azimuthal flow V 0 , the quasi-linear expression for the vorticity flux Π xy is obtained after linearizing the vorticity equation 35 :
Here ∇ is:
Note that it is through Π res xy that the free energy in the density gradient is converted into positive Reynolds work, resulting in the generation of flow shear. The residual stress Π res xy is the only term in the vorticity flux that survives when bothv y andv y vanish. Thus, it must be the case that the density gradient ∇n accelerates the azimuthal flow from rest through Π res xy . For pure Kelvin-Helmholtz modes, k z = α = 0 and the total stress is:
The residual vorticity of the pure KH modes is zero and the density gradient alone cannot drive these instabilities. KH modes simply relax the E × B flow profile via viscous diffusion.
Using the expression for the particle flux, Π res xy is rewritten as 35 :
In the near adiabatic limit, the particle flux Γ ∝ 1/α 1 as α |ω| and the residual stress is: Π 
where the fluctuation correlation time is τ c = l mix / √ f ε.
In addition to the Reynolds force, the expression for the local Reynolds power is needed in eq.(4). For this, we write the Reynolds stress as:
The total Reynolds power P Re = (dv y /dx) ṽ xṽy dV where dV = dxdydz can then be written as: 26 investigates the relation between the axial and azimuthal flows and turbulence, and formulates a new zonal momentum balance theorem for the coupled drift-ion acoustic waves. Due to acoustic coupling, a dynamical mechanism for ZF generation is established. This mechanism does not require any potential vorticity flux. The sheared E × B layers so formed, break parallel symmetry (in a sheared magnetic field), generate a non-zero parallel residual stress Π res xz , and accelerate the axial flowv z , according to the mechanism of ref. 41 . We note, however, that strong E × B shear eventually will damp the PSFI (Fig.2) . As an aside, we mention that the acceleration of zonal flows does not require external breaking of azimuthal symmetry. Zonal flows are generated by modulational instability of drift waves to a seed shear. This does not require a geometrically broken azimuthal symmetry. Axial flows on the other hand require a non-zero parallel residual stress, which can develop from a broken parallel spectral symmetry. This is one reason why zonal flows are much easier to accelerate than parallel flows. These parallel symmetry breaking mechanisms usually require the presence of a magnetic shear. However, such mechanisms are not relevant to CSDX, since B is constant and magnetic shear is absent.
Symmetry breaking is then provided by a dynamical mechanism, based on DWs and momentum evolution 12 . The growth rate of the DWs in CSDX is determined by the frequency shift: |γ|∼ ω − ω. A test flow shearv z changes this frequency shift, setting modes with A. Calculating the Expression for ṽ xṽz
In the near adiabatic limit, the expression for the parallel stress ṽ xṽz is obtained by writingṽ x = −ik m ρ s c sφ and using eq.(1c) to get:
In obtaining the expression for ṽ xṽz , we neglected the contribution of the flow shear V 0 with respect to the wave frequency ω, as we did in the expression for ṽ xṽy . Just like χ y , the total parallel diffusivity χ z is equal to the sum of the resonant and the non-resonant part. The first component of eq. (25) is a diffusive term that is written as −χ z dv z /dx, where the turbulent diffusivity is:
We note that the turbulent parallel diffusivity χ z given in eq. (26) 
In the CSDX plasma which is nearly adiabatic and where variations of the electron temperature are negligible, we have eφ/T e ∼ñ/n andp e /p e ∼ñ/n. Proceeding as for Prandtl mixing length theory, we writeñ/n ∼ l mix |∇n|/n, and obtain:
where L = L z is the axial plasma length,n is the average plasma density and τ c = l mix /ṽ x is the fluctuation correlation time. The constant σ V T is introduced as a dimensionless scaling factor between variations ofṽ z and variations of the density gradient ∇n. The final expression forṽ z is then:ṽ
The parallel Reynolds stress ṽ xṽz then becomes:
The first term in eq. (30) is the diagonal stress and is proportional to χ z = l 2 mix /τ c . The second term represents the parallel residual stress:
The parallel Reynolds stress can then be written as:
A comparison of eq. (27) and eq. (30) shows that the correlator k m k z is equal to:
Eq. (33) shows that σ V T is the counterpart of the correlator k m k z . This constant σ V T can be written as:
where both L and the radial wavenumber k 2 ⊥ 1/2 can be determined empirically. σ V T captures the cross-phase information betweenṽ x andṽ z , and determines whether the parallel Reynolds power density − ṽ xṽz ∇v z is an energy source or sink in eq.(4). σ V T also represents the degree of symmetry breaking in the correlator k m k z , and quantifies the efficiency of ∇n in driving an axial flow. For turbulence-driven axial flows, with no axial momentum input, the parallel Reynolds stress vanishes, and the net axial flux is equal to zero: ṽ xṽz = 0.
The relation between the axial velocity shear and the density gradient must be:
Eq.(35) can be used to determine empirically the value for σ V T , as τ c is experimentally measurable.
One can also relate the variations in ∇v z to those in the azimuthal shear ∇v y via σ V T .
For a zero net vorticity flux: ṽ x ∇ 2 ⊥ φ = 0, and the diffusive and the residual components of the vorticity flux are at balance:
Using eqs. (22) for χ y and Π res xy in the near adiabatic limit, as well as the scaling of eq. (35), we obtain the following relation:
Eq. (36) shows then how parallel and perpendicular flow dynamics are coupled. It also explains how the azimuthal shearing ∇v y limits the axial plasma response to the parallel residual stress Π res xz . As ∇v y increases, turbulence is suppressed, andv z decreases. This in turn causes σ V T to decrease, thus reducing the acoustic coupling.
V. THE RADIAL MIXING LENGTH l mix
A solution of the coupled drift-ion acoustic wave system requires an expression for the radial turbulent mixing length l mix . In 2-D turbulent systems, the Rhines' scale, l Rh , defined as the scale beyond which the inverse energy cascade terminates, emerges as an appropriate mixing length 42 . Turbulence simply changes character for l > l Rh , and the plasma dynamics evolve from a turbulence cascade regime to wave like behavior. In CSDX, the plasma system does not exhibit a sufficiently large dynamical range of energy transfer to observe this transition in turbulence dynamics 36, 43 . Therefore, the significance of the Rhines' scale is unclear in this experiment. As mixing is regulated primarily by shearing in CSDX, a scale length that accounts for turbulence suppression due to coupling between radial fluctuations and sheared azimuthal and axial flows is suggested.
A. Case of a purely azimuthal shear
In the case of mean azimuthal shears, the following form of mixing length is suggested 44 : 
This suggests that the CSDX turbulent plasma diffusion coefficient scales like:
where D B is the Bohm diffusive coefficient, and ρ is the ion gyroradius normalized by the inverse density gradient scale length: ρ = ρ/L n . Eq. (39) suggests that the scalings of diffusion in CSDX fall in between the Bohm and gyroBohm diffusion scalings. For τ c , we
write:
where the wavenumber is k m 1/l 0 and the turbulent diffusivity is χ y = τ c δv 2 x = τ c f ε. The correlation time is then:
and the mixing length becomes:
The structure of eq. (41) shows an intuitively plausible inverse relation between the shear and the mixing length.
B. Case of azimuthal and axial shear
When both axial and azimuthal shear are present in the system, and when the azimuthal shear rate is greater than the radial correlation rate:v y > √ f ε/l 0 , the expression for the mixing length becomes:
Here the wavenumbers can be chosen as: k m = 1/l 0 and k z = 1/L . The expression for the mixing length is:
The structure of eq. (43) is not significantly different from that of eq. (41) . Both expressions
show that l mix is inversely proportional tov y /v z : as the shear grows, the mixing length l mix
shrinks. This in turn reduces the turbulent energy ε, and increases the mean energy because of total energy conservation. In CSDX, the effective mean azimuthal shearv y dominates the mean axial shearv z .
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE MODEL
In summary, the model consists of the equations:
The expressions for the turbulent fluxes and the Reynolds power density are:
Here l mix and f are given by eq. (43) 
A. Equations and Fluxes
In this reduced model, one would still use the equations:
We note here that, unlike tokamaks where there is a clear scale separation: a ≥ L n ≥ l mix > ρ s , the scale ordering in CSDX is compressed: a > L n l mix ≥ ρ s . Here a is the radus of the plasma. In addition, when √ ε/l mix < (D∇ 2n )/n, a steady state solution of the energy equation generates an expression for ε, which can be used in bothn andv y equations.
The predator-prey model thus obtained describes turbulence suppression and azimuthal flow evolution, where the flowv y feeds on the density gradient ∇n. An interesting feature of this model is that, unlike the model of ref. 45 , the fluctuations intensity is not treated as an ad hoc constant, but rather evolves self consistently, albeit adiabatically (i.e. slaved ton and v y ). The shear ∇v y and ∇n evolve in time, allowing for the level of fluctuation intensity to vary as well. In the near adiabatic electron limit, the expressions for the particle and vorticity fluxes are:
) and l mix is given by eq.(41).
B. Closure by Slaving
For slaved turbulence, both the energy spreading and the energy production terms are neglected, because the eddy turnover time is shorter than the confinement time. Using eq.(24) for the Reynolds power, the fluctuation turbulent energy equation is:
with χ y and Π res given above. Solution of this equation gives:
where
One can thus use eq.(49) in the expressions for Γ and Π to close this reduced 2-field model.
We note here that, in contrast to the model of ref. These results will elucidate the details of the acceleration of axial flow, and the coupling betweenv y andv z . Numerical results will also confirm the existence of a critical density gradient ∇n| crit necessary for the onset of the axial flow shear ∇v z . The possibility of the emergence of a staircase in this 4-field model can be examined. Such crucial step is essential to understand the evolution of mesoscale structures that condense to form macroscopic barriers in the density profile.
Finally, future work in CSDX includes adding both a particle source as well as an external axial momentum source. These two sources enhance the interactions between the flows and turbulence in the plasma, leading thereby to further coupling betweenv y andv z according to the mechanism illustrated in fig.3 . However, the azimuthal Reynolds power is much larger than the axial Reynolds power, so one may regard the axial flow evolution as parasitic to the drift wavezonal flow system. This is consistent with the observation that V moderate azimuthal flow shear) and thus there is no transport barrier.
FIG. 3:
The future of CSDX: particle and axial momentum sources enhance the interactions between flows and turbulence, and generate further coupling between the axial and perpendicular flow dynamics. 
